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Abstract 
The present paper concerns H&man’s theorem for strings generated over a finite alphabet. 
We give a constructive proof of this theorem and we construct and characterise functions which 
bound the lengths of bad sequences. These bounding functions are described by ordinal-recursive 
definitions and their characterisation is achieved with reference to Hardy hierarchies of number- 
theoretic tkctions. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Over a number of years now a considerable amount of interest has been shown in 
both mathematical logic and computer science in combinatorial theorems concerning, in 
particular, the well-foundedness of certain structures. To those practising mathematical 
logic the question of what kind of system is needed to be able to express and prove 
such a theorem is of immense interest, especially if the system turns out to be fairly 
strong. For the computer scientist, well-founded structures provide a convenient and 
useful abstraction of the notion of termination of programs. The theorems of Higman 
and Kruskal have made a significant mark in the theory of term-rewriting, giving 
rise to methods for proving termination of rewrite systems which have been machine 
implemented. 
The present paper concerns Higman’s theorem for strings generated over a finite 
alphabet. This states that such a set of strings together with the embedding order 
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is a well-quasi order. Constructive proofs of this version of Higman’s theorem have 
appeared in [3,14,11]. 
For more details concerning the Higman and Kruskal theorems the reader is referred 
to the article [6]. 
We present another constructive proof of Higman’s theorem. We construct and char- 
acterise functions which bound the lengths of “bad” (or “counterexample”) sequences. 
These bounding functions are described by ordinal-recursive definitions and their char- 
acterisation is achieved with reference to Hardy hierarchies of number-theoretic 
functions. 
2. Ordinals and Hardy hierarchies 
The Hardy hierarchy is defined over ordinal indices by 
(i) HO(X) =x9 
(ii) H,+r(x)=H& + I), 
(iii) Hl(x)=Hn,(x), when A is a limit ordinal. 
The form of the above definition is typical of definitions of number theoretic lasses 
of functions indexed by ordinals (or, more precisely, notations for ordinals) from some 
set Sz. The clause (iii) above introduces the problem of how to define a function 
indexed by a limit ordinal, 1. This is overcome by the association of a diagonal- 
isation schema. For this one specifies an increasing sequence of ordinals {&}nE~, 
known as a fundamental sequence, which converges to 1. Thus, the limit ordinal 1 
is identified with a function A : N H Sz. Since such a fundamental sequence is by no 
means unique, there arises the question as to what a natural choice of fundamental 
sequence might be. Furthermore, the nature of the definition of a fundamental se- 
quences can have important consequences on the character of the class of functions 
obtained. 
Note the schematic nature of the above definition. The calculation of values of HA 
will depend on the diagonalisation procedure induced by the definition of a fundamental 
sequence for A.. 
The approach we describe here has evolved from the work of [4] (see also [5]). 
2.1. Tree ordinals 
Definition 2.1. 1. The set Sz of countable tree-ordinals, IX, j3, y, . . . is defined to be the 
smallest set X satisfying: 
clEX a:N++X 
OEX clflEX clEX 
2. The tree-ordering, -x, on 52, is defined as the transitive closure of the smallest 
relation satisfying 
a:N+-+X 
O=$C? a+cl+l Vn . a(n) 4 cx 
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3. For x E N, the pointwise-at-x ordering, -&, on 52 is defined as the transitive 
closure of the smallest relation satisfying 
Cl:Nl-+X 
0 =GX G! a-&cc+1 a(x) -G a 
It is clear that N can be viewed as a subset of 52, and that the restrictions of 4 
and 4x to N correspond to the usual ordering on N. If CI is a function from N into 
Q we denote its value at x by a,, rather than a(x), and we use (ax) as an alternative 
notation for a. 
Definition 2.2. For a E Q, the ordinal, ord(ct), is defined by: ord(0) := 0, ord(cr+ 1) := 
ord(cr) + 1, ord((a,)) := sup,,,{ord(cr,) + 1). 
Lemma 2.3. Zf a, /? E Sz and /I + CI then ord(/?) + ord(a). 
It follows easily from Lemma 2.3 that 4 is a well-founded partial order on Q. This 
is also true of -&, for if /I 4x CI, for some x E N, then B 3 c(. 
3. Arithmetic functions on Q 
3.1. Addition, multiplication, exponentiation 
Definition 3.1. 
Addition 
a+0 = c1 
a+@+ 1) = (a+&+ 1 
v. + (n,) = (a + 2,) 
Multiplication 
(x.0 = 0 
a.(B+ 1) = (a.P)+cc 
@. (Px) = (~.LL) 
Exponentiation 
U0 = 1, 
c@+i = $. c( 
,w = (&)’ 
Definition 3.2. 
w := (x). 
3.2. Cantor normal forms below EO 
One first defines EO as follows: 
Definition 3.3. For n E N define e, by 
es := w, e,+i := w e. . 
Then, 
60 := (e&k+ 
Definition 3.4. The Cantor normal form for ordinals below ~0, KAf%. First define, for 
n E N, the sets KAf%“: 
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1. If n 4 w then nEKV9°. 
2. If aE+LV%” then LY.EKN%“+‘. 
3. If no,..., nk < 0 and MO,. . . , ~kE%?Jf@n With ‘&J 5 ... + xk then C#k.nk+“‘+ 
wW.noE%VP+l. 
And then define G&V% := lJnEN G&V%“. 
Theorem 1. 
{a :h.LY -xx Eg} = vLv%. 
For ordinals in KM%, taking fundamental sequences {cr, 1 LY a limit ordinal, x E N} 
induced by the definitions of the ordinal functions of addition, multiplication and 
exponentiation, that is (a + A), := GI + LX, (CI . A), := CI . Ax and (cc”)~ := c&, one obtains 
the [ 17,181 results &+8(x) = H,(Hb(x)), and, taking u, :=x, as we do throughout 
this article, we obtain H&(X) =F&), where F&X)=X + 1; F,+,(X) = F:(x); FA(x) = 
Fn,(x). These functions FE are often referred to as fast growing hierarchies. 
Fast growing hierarchies are hierarchies of number theoretic functions generated 
according to methods developed by [8] and extended in [ 13, 15-181. These hierarchies 
arose out of interest in classifying recursive functions according to their computational 
complexity. The importance of such hierarchies for logic lies in their use for charac- 
terising the provably recursive functions of various formal systems of arithmetic. We 
briefly enumerate some of these characterisations: 
1. For each n E N, F, is a primitive recursive function. Its totality can be proved in 
the fragment Cy - IR of Peano arithmetic. Here Ci - ZR denotes the subsystem of first 
order Peano Arithmetic where induction takes the form of a rule which can only be 
applied to Ci formulas. 
2. The function F, is a version of the Ackermann Function and is not primitive 
recursive. Its totality is not provable in Cy - ZR. 
3. For each CI + o”, F, is a multiply recursive function (as defined in [12]). Its 
totality is provable in the fragment Ci - IR, but not that of F,oJ. 
4. For each a 4 ~0, F, is a function whose totality is provable in Peano arithmetic, 
but the totality of F& is not provable in Peano arithmetic. 
3.3. Generalising Hardy hierarchies 
While the set Khf% provides a particularly well behaved system of notations for 
ordinals, it does not suffice for our needs here because of the severe restriction on the 
form of term allowed. So, we sacrifice the unicity of notations and the totality of the 
ordering on terms for other advantages in considering the set % of terms which we 
now define. 
Definition 3.5. T is defined as the set of closed terms generated over the signature 
(0, w, successor, +, x, exponentiation}. 
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The set CCV-9 of terms is a subset of Y. From now on we consider our indices as 
coming from Y. 
Returning now to the Hardy hierarchies, it turns out that we can easily obtain further 
useful simplification properties for the Z&‘s. First we introduce a generalisation of the 
scheme for successor ordinals: 
Ho(x) =x; &+1(x) =fm(x)); K(x) =H&). 
The correspondence mentioned above with the F hierarchy remains true if one modifies 
the definition of FO by Fo(x) := g(x). Now, writing gcI for H,, we see that the Hardy 
hierarchy is nothing more than a definition of iteration of a function g extended into 
the transjinite. Thus 
SO(X) =x; #+Yx) = #(g(x)); gi(x) = gL^ (x). (1) 
We shall call g the control function for this Hardy hierarchy. The result H,+b(x) = 
H,(Hp(x)) now looks obvious, it translates into 
s”+%) = s”(s%)). (2) 
From now on we shall indicate the c&h member of a Hardy hierarchy, controlled by 
9, by s’. 
The above result for ordinal addition naturally suggests that we should be able to 
extract useful identities with respect o ordinal multiplication and exponentiation. The 
following uses intuition concerning laws of iteration, but can easily be established 
directly by transfinite induction. 
3.3.1. Multiplication 
g =B = ( g”)B (3) 
The left-hand side is the (a . fl)th member of a Hardy hierarchy controlled by the 
function g, the right hand side is the /Ith member of a Hardy hierarchy controlled by 
the function ga. Thus one obtains relationships between different Hardy hierarchies. 
3.3.2. Exponentiation 
Here one gets a generalisation of the result above relating fast growing hierarchies 
to Hardy hierarchies. The definition of a fast growing hierarchy is appropriately gen- 
eralised by fixing an ordinal B in advance and putting 
FOG) = g(x); &+1(x) =F!(x); 4(x) =fi,(x), 
where F,B(x) denotes the pth iterate of F,. The relationship is now 
gS”=F c(’ 
Putting p = w with o, := x, we extract he result mentioned in the first paragraph. Note 
that in this case the F hierarchy with fl = o behaves as follows - F,+I(x) = F,W(x) = 
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FRax(x) = F&r(x), coinciding with the definition in the first paragraph. In this definition 
of the hierarchy {F,}, the successor clause &+I := F,’ says that F,+r is obtained by 
computing the /?th member of the Hardy hierarchy based on the control function F,. 
This is a generalisation of the traditional schemes. 
3.3.3. Length hierarchies 
We now introduce hierarchies which is closely related to the Hardy hierarchies - the 
length hierarchies. These hierarchies are based on the analysis of Goodstein sequences 
(see [l, 21) and can be used to measure precisely the length of such sequences. 
Definition 3.6. For a given control function g, define the hierarchy {ga} by 
so(x) = 0; 9a+l(X)=gddx)) + 1; CL&) = gL@). 
Then we have 
gyx) = ggqx) 
and, in particular, 
ga+ptx) = sdsPW + c@(x). 
(4) 
(5) 
3.4. The “direct limit” operator, A,_o[ ] 
We saw earlier how notations for ordinals can be induced by defining functions 
on 52 to obtain .Y. We now introduce an innovation which consists in the ability 
to internalise the definition of limits for sequences of ordinal terms generated by a 
recursive enumeration function of these terms. 
If we refer back to the definition of 52 we see that it contains tree-ordinals for 
arbitrary w-sequences. Since this is excessively general, it is necessary to impose 
some restrictions on the generation of such sequences. The restriction we introduce 
here consists in the explicit definition of the sequencing operator A,_w[ 1. A,_o[ ] is 
intended to be applicable when a sequence of ordinal terms is given by a recursive 
definition. The result is an ordinal term which dominates the given sequence. 
We describe how this operator is used in the present work. Suppose we have defined 
a function F : N H 9 and that, for each n E N, we have F(n) = T[*/n ] where T[X/n ] 
denotes the result of taking the ordinal term T[X] with possibly several occurrences 
of the free variable X and simultaneously substituting them by n. Then A,_w[F(X)] 
denotes T[ X/w 1. At this point, nothing seems to have been gained as we might just as 
well have written F(w), with an obvious meaning and lightening the notation. 
The real effect of introducing A,_o[ ] comes to light when we define hierarchies of 
functions over Y which are indexed by elements of Y (as we do later in this paper). 
Consider the following definition: 
Fe(S) := 6, F,,l(Q := F,( %.s 1, &A4 := A,,Jfit “/x.s )I. 
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We easily see that F,(6) = cY.6. However, F,(6) # cY.6. Indeed, what we obtain is the 
following: F,(6) := d,+[Fx( ‘/x.6 )] = d,_w[(oX .a){ ‘/x.6 }] = A,_,[03 .X. 6]= 
o~~co~~=w~+~ .6. d,_J ] ena bl es us to extend definitions over transfinite indices in 
a “discontinuous” way. For this reason we think of A,_W[ ] as a direct limit operator. 
The above discussion suffices for our present needs, Some preliminary work devel- 
oping on the above notions has been reported in [2]. 
In the sequel we shall derive equations which define functions {~l,,~ 1 1 < y + 0”). 
These functions {tlr} will be specifiable as functions c1:{6 16 4 o”} x F H F. The 
fact that each index r can be restricted to %A9 corresponds to an evaluation strategy 
which concentrates on the co-ordinate of smallest complexity in the analysis of products 
described later in Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4. 
We now state some majorisation properties of the hierarchy {gr}rEo. Proving results 
in the general context of Q means that these results apply also to Y-. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that the total function g : N H N satis$es: 
1. for each x E N, x<g(x), 
2. if x, y E N and x 6 y, then g(x) <g(y). 
Suppose also that CI E sZ\N, then, for every y E 52\N with y < LX, we have: 
1. If X<Y, then gy(x)<gY(y). 
2. Zf 6 -G y, then g&)<gJx). 
The majorisation properties of a hierarchy {gY}y+Eo can be derived from those of 
the hierarchy {gr}r+co using Eq. (4). 
4. Higman’s theorem - Basic definitions and notation 
For n E N, Z, denotes the n-letter alphabet (0,. . . , n - 1). No order is presupposed 
on the letters of C,. Z,* denotes the set of finite words (finite ordered strings) over C,. 
The number of letters occurring in a word w is denoted by 1~1. The Higman ordering 
<z; on C,* is embedding, that is, for a and b in EC,*, a = al . . . aP <z; b if there are, 
possibly empty, words bl,. . .b,+l in C,* such that b = bialbzaz . . . b,a,b,,+i. We shall 
always omit the subscript in <r; and simply write =$. If a < b then it is possible to 
specify a particular embedding of a into b, which we call a left-embedding, so that 
b=blalbzaz...b,a,b,+l and, for each iE 1 . . . p, ai does not occur in bi. Clearly a 
embeds into b if, and only if, a left-embeds into b. 
Higman’s theorem for strings over a finite alphabet can now be stated as follows: 
Higman’s theorem. For every injinite sequence {ai}iEN of words from Z,*, there exist 
i < j E N such that ai + aj. 
The Cartesian product Zz, x . . x Cn*, is given by the product order: 
(al,... ,ak) $ (h,..., bk) if, and only if, a1 < b, A . . A ak =g bk. 
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The notation a will be used to denote a sequence al, a2,. . . of elements taken from 
some space. 
We suppose throughout this paper that g is a unary function on N and that, for all 
x E N, g(x) >x. Let x E N and suppose that a = 80, al,. . . is a sequence in C,*. We say 
that a is controlled by (g,x) if, for each i, lail <g’(x). This notion of control extends 
to product spaces as follows: if a = ao, al,. . . is a sequence in Cz, x . . . x Czk then a is 
controlled by (g,x) if, for each i = 1 , . . . , k, the sequence obtained by projecting the ith 
co-ordinate of each member of a is controlled by (g,x). For ml,. . . ,rnk and nt,. . . ,nk 
E N, the Cartesian product 
c;, x . . . x c;, x . ’ . x cn*, x . . . x cn*, \ / . / 
ml times rnk times 
will be denoted by the ordinal term 
In the sequel it will suffice to consider only those product spaces Cz, x . . . x Czk for 
which ni > ’ . . 2 nk. Consequently, an ordinal term cr which represents a space will be 
an ordinal term in Cantor Normal Form. 
Definition 4.1 (The Higman function). Let G be an ordinal term denoting some space, 
r be a positive integer, and (g,x) be control information as described above. We 
define Hig(a,r,g)(x) to be the least positive integer iV such that every (g,x)-controlled 
sequence aa,. . . , aN from D contains a $-increasing subsequence of length at least r. 
Our aim is to show that the functional Hig is total and to characterise its recursive 
complexity. Following terminology of Harvey Friedman, the proof of the totality of 
the functional Hig will be called a miniaturisation of Higman’s theorem. Note that the 
totality of Ar.lg.Ax. Hig(a, r, g)(x) is equivalent o Higman’s theorem that G is a well 
quasi-order. 
Lemma 4.2 (Monotonicity properties for Ar.Ag.lx.Hig(o, r, g)(x)). If rid r-2, gl< g2 
(i.e.Vx.gl (x) < gz(x)) and x1 <x2, then Hig(a, rl, g1 )(x1 ) <Hig(o, r2, g2)(x2). 
The proof of this lemma is evident. It is worth noting that any sequence controlled 
by (gl,xt) is controlled by (g2,xz). 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that Hig(o, 2, g)(x) exists and that there is an ordinal term c1 
such that Hig(a, 2, g)(x) <g&x). Then, for all r > 2, Hig(a, r, g)(x) exists and, for 
all ra0, Hig(a, r + 2, g)(x)<g,.(,+ly(x). 
Proof. It is quite easy to describe a general construction for bounding Hig(a, r, g)(x), 
for r >2, on the basis of the assumption that Hig(o, 2, g)(x) can be determined. The 
extra hypothesis, that there is an ordinal term ~1, such that Hig(o, 2, g)(x)bg,(x), is 
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convenient in the present context for calculating control information. The construction, 
by induction on r 22, is as follows: 
Suppose that al, 82,. . . is a sequence taken from the space cr. Define the function F 
as follows: 
F(0) = 0, 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(a, r, g)(fck’(x)). 
This definition of F ensures that every subsequence aF(k), aF(k) + 1,. . . , aF(k + 1) 
contains an increasing subsequence of length r. Let tk denote the rth element of the 
r-subsequence occurring in aF(k), aF(k) + 1,. . . , aF(k + 1) and consider the sequence 
t&t1 ,..., tk ,... . This sequence is controlled by (G,gH’g(b,r,g)(x)(x)) where G is deter- 
mined below. Now, taking N := Hig(a, 2, G)(gH’g(“*r,g)(X)(x)) ensures that to, tl, . . . , tN 
contains a 2-subsequence, ti < tj, say. Since t; is the rth element of an r-subsequence, 
adjoining tj gives a subsequence of length r + 1. 
A suitable function G is obtained as follows: 
Suppose, by induction hypothesis, that Hig(o, r, g)(x) < gs(x), for some 6. We show 
that Hig(o, r + 1, g)(x)<gs(,+i)(x): 




Hence, gFck)(x) = gd.k(g6(x)) = (g6)k(g6(x)). Thus we can take G to be g’. We there- 
fore have 
G,?ig(O, 2  G)(gHlRc6. r’ “(‘) X 
( ))(G(x)) G (9 






It now follows that, for O<r E N, Hig(o, r + 2, g)(x)<g,.(,+ly(x). 0 
Remark 1. The lemma above is quite general. The problem with this construction in 
the present context is that it gives us bounds which are too coarse. To obtain improved 
bounds for Hig(a, r, g)(x) we describe constructions in which r occurs as a parameter. 
5. Higman’s theorem for Z: 
(ZF,=$) is a special case in our analysis. Clearly (Z:,<) can be identified with 
the standard ordering of the natural numbers (N, <). The ordinal term denoting CT 
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is w. Here we are able to determine Hig(w, r, g)(x) precisely in terms of Hardy 
functions. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that tz = al,. . . , aN is a sequence of natural numbers and that a 
is controlled by a constant (function), that is, for i E 1 . . . N, ai <k. Then a contains 
a constant subsequence, and hence an increasing subsequence, of length at least r 
provided that N >k . (Y - 1) + 1. 
Proof. Optimality is shown by considering the sequence: 
k-l,k-2 ,...) 0. 
Here Z denotes r - 1 copies of i. Any sequence of length k (r - 1) which does not 
contain a constant subsequence of length Y will be a permutation of this sequence. 
Appending a natural number smaller than k we obtain a constant subsequence of 
length r. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Hig(w, 2, g)(x) =x. 
Proof. The longest possible descending sequence controlled by (g,x), that is, starting 
fromx-1, isx-l,..., 0, which is of length x, hence Hig(w, 2, g)(x) =x. It is clear 
that if g is totally defined then Hig(w, 2, g)(x) is totally defined. q 
Lemma 5.3. For r>2,Hig(m, r, g)(x) is totally dejned. 
Proof. The proof will proceed by an induction on r, for r 32, for which Lemma 5.2 
establishes the base case. 
So suppose that Hig(o, Y, g)(x) is totally defined, where r 32. Let 
a=ao,... , Vfig(,,r,g)(x), . . . , a fhg(w,r, g)(x)+r.gH’e(o,‘.8)(X)(x)+ 1 
be a sequence controlled by (g,x). Then a contains an increasing subsequence of length 
r + 1. The argument for this is as follows : by the induction hypothesis, the initial part 
ao, . . . , aHigcw, r, g)(x) of a contains an increasing subsequence of length r. Let t be the 
rth element of this increasing subsequence and note that t <gHig(W,r,g)(x)(x) by virtue 
of the fact that a is controlled by (g,x). Now consider the part of a starting from 
aHig(w,r,g)(x)+i, that is, the sequence 
aHig(w,r,g)(x)+i,...,a Htg(w,r, g)(x)+r.gH’g(““, 4)(X)(x)+1. 
Its length is r . gffig(3r,g)(x) (x) + 1. If there is no element, aj in this sequence such that 
t < aj then this sequence is controlled by the constant gHig(w,‘,g)(X)(x). By Lemma 5.1, 
it must contain a constant sequence of length r + 1. El 
This argument gives the flavour of those to come in later sections and could (but 
will not in this case) be used to calculate a bound on Hig(w, r, g)(x). It is possible 
to be precise in characterising Hig(o, r, g)(x). This is now undertaken. 
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Lemma 5.4. For r > 2, 
Hig(w, r + 1, g)(x) = Hig(0, r, g)(x) + Hig(w, 2, g)(gHig(w,r,g)(x)(x)). 
Proof. For r 82, consider a worst case situation for the given controls (g,x), that of 
a sequence a = ao, . . . , aN of maximum length containing no increasing subsequence of 
length r + 1. Within the context of this worst case situation, we present the following 
definitions and sub-lemmas: 
Definition 54.1. An increasing subsequence bl, . . . , bk of a will be called maximal if 
there is no increasing subsequence of a which strictly contains it, that is, there is no 
inCreaSing subsequence of a of the form cl, bl, ~2,. . . , ck, bk, ++I, where at kaSt one of 
the ci is non-empty. 
Definition 5.4.2. An increasing subsequence of a whose length is r will be called an 
r-subsequence. 
Sublemma 5.43. Every r-subsequence in a is maximal. 
Proof. This follows directly from the worst-case hypothesis. 0 
Sublemma 5.4.4. Every element of a must belong to some r-subsequence. 
Proof. Suppose that some element b of a does not belong to any r-subsequence, then 
we can extend a to a’ by inserting a copy of b into the position immediately to the 
right of b’s position, that is, 
a = a0 . . . b . . . aN 
a’ = a0 . ..bb...aN 
To see that this does not create an r + l-subsequence, note that any increasing sub- 
sequence of a containing b is at most lengthened by 1 in a’. Since we have assumed 
that any maximal subsequence of a containing b has length strictly less than r, this 
procedure would create, at worst, a new increasing subsequence of length r. But a’ is 
longer than a and has the same controls. This contradicts the worst case hypothesis 
ona. Cl 
Definition 5.4.5. For each element b of a we say that the status of b is i if b is the 
ith member of some r-subsequence. 
Sublemma 5.4.6. Every element of a has a unique status. 
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Proof. Suppose that b has status i and j with respect to the two r-subsequences 
aPl . . . %-I 
b 
apt+, . . . . . . ap, 
a 4, . . . , . . aqj_, a4,+ I . . %r 
where i < j. Then the sequence 
aq, . . . . . . aq,_, b ap,+, . . . . . ap, 
is an increasing subsequence of length greater than r, which is a contradiction. 0 
Definition 5.4.7. A terminal element is an element of a which has status r. 
Sublemma 5.48. Terminal elements must occur in strictly decreasing order of size. 
Furthermore, the terminal elements in a form an end-segment of a, that is, if a = . . . 
%,%+I,... and ai is terminal, then SO is ai+l. 
Proof. That terminal elements occur in strictly decreasing order of size is obvious, 
otherwise a would contain an increasing subsequence of length r + 1. Now, if a terminal 
element, t, has to its immediate right a non-terminal element, b, then these two can be 
permuted within a to obtain a’ 
a = ao.. . tb . . . aN 
a’ = a0 . . . bt . . . aN 
and we say that the terminal element has been filtered to the right in a. Note that both 
a and a’ have the same length and controls. 3 Neither has an increasing subsequence 
of length r + 1 but a’ has more subsequences of length r than a. This process can be 
iterated, by working over the set of terminal elements from right to left, until all the 
terminal elements have been filtered to the right of non-terminal elements. 
But this situation cannot arise if a is indeed a worst case sequence for the given 
controls. Let to denote the first (i.e. leftmost) terminal element of a. If any filtering 
takes place, then to has to be shifted at least one place to the right and cannot be of 
the maximum size allowed by the controls for its new position. This means that, after 
the filtering process has finished, the result a’ can be lengthened by the insertion of 
a word (natural number) larger than to immediately to the left of to. The new sequence 
is longer than, and has the same controls as, a and has no increasing subsequence of 
length r + 1, which is a contradiction. Hence the result stated. 0 
Thus, it should now be clear that the way in which a worst case situation occurs is 
when to is as large as possible which, in turn, is achieved when the length of the initial 
part of a up to to, a0 . . . to, is of maxmum length. 4 In other words, to is aHi,(w,r,,)(,) 
3 We emphasise here that it is the fact that lb/ i /tl which makes filtering possible. This argument breaks 
down if we try to apply it to spaces other than LT. 
4 This tells us that the worst case situation for (I + I)-subsequences extends the worst case situation for 
r-subsequences. 
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and 1 to 1 = to = gff’dW r> S)(x) (x) - 1. Appending any element to the sequence (L generates 
an r + l-subsequence and so, this element is aHig(w,r+l,,)(,). So we have 
a = a0, . . . , affig(o,r, g)(x), af2igcw, r, g)(x)+i, . . . , aHigcw, r g)(x)+g~~9(~.~.~~~)o_ 1 
-- . , 
=to =to-1 =to 
Hence 
Hig(w, r + 1, g)(x) = Hig(0, r, g)(x) + gH’g(w,Cg)(X)(x) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4. Cl 
Finally, we have 
Lemma 5.5. For Y 2 1, 
Hig(W, r + l, g)(X)=gwr(X) 
Proof. By induction on Y B 1. For r= 1 we have Hig(o, r + 1, g)(x)=x by Lemma 5.2. 
By a direct and straightforward calculation, g,(x) =x. For the case r + 1 the induction 
hypothesis is Hig(w, r, g)(x) = gw.+t)(x), and we have 
Hig(0, Y + 1, g)(x) = Hig(o,r, g)(x) + Hig(o,2, g)(gHQ(WJJ)@)(x)) 
= &+1)(X) + %L&P(r-l~~x)(~)> 
= go.+l)(x) + s&t”~‘r-l)(x)) by Eq. (4) 
=gw+w+-t)(x) by Eq. (5) 
= gw. r(X). 0 
We now define (see the discussion at the beginning of Section 7). 
Definition 5.6. For Y > 1, IX,(Y) : = o . r. 
By way of example, we have 
Example 5.7. Suppose that we have sequences of natural numbers which are controlled 
by (s,x), where s denotes the successor function, s(x) =x + 1. Thus, from Lemma 5.1, 
Hig(w, r + l,s)(x) = s,.,(x). Now, it is easily established by induction on CY that 
9(x) = s,(x) + x. Furthermore, a straightforward calculation gives P(x) = 2x, and so, 
Pr(x) = (P)r(x) = 2’. x Thus 
Kg(o,r+ l,s)(x)=2’.x -x=(2’- 1).x. 
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6. Decomposing a word into a product 
We now begin our analysis of Hig(C,*, r, g)(x). The decomposition procedure de- 
scribed in this section is a crucial part of this analysis. 
Following an idea of Jullien [9], we describe the circumstances under which a word 
can be decomposed into an element of a product space. 
Suppose that v and w are words of Zz+, such that v fi w. Thus any attempt to embed 
v into w must fail. In particular, the attempt to construct a left-embedding must fail. 
Such an attempt to produce a left-embedding naturally gives rise to a decomposition 
of w into a tuple of subwords which can be identified with an element of the product 
(C,*)P, where p is the number of letters in the word v. To be precise, suppose that 
v=u1217_... vP, then w can be written as 
WlVlW2V2.. . WiViWi+l, 
where 1 < i < p - 1 and, for each 1 <j < i+ 1, Wj does not contain the letter Vi. We shall 
refer to these special occurrences of the letters ~1, ~2,. . , vi in w as separators in w. 
Note that the letters ulv~ . . . Vi of v which occur as separators in w always correspond 
to an initial subword of V. NOW, each word wj is a word in (Cn+l\{rj})* and so, can 
be identified with a word wj in C,*. If necessary, we extend the length of the tuple 
obtained to p by appending copies of the empty word, A. In summary, we make the 
following transformations: 
WHWIU1W2V2... WiViWifl 
++(WLWL..., I, w’ w;+l) E (z*)‘+’ n 
++ (W:,W; )...) w;,wj+l,A )...) n)&)P 
We denote this last p-tuple by G&(w). 
The main point of this decomposition is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that ao, al,. . . , aN is a sequence of C,*,,-words, and that, for 
every i E 1 . . . N, a0 6 ai, where we suppose that a0 has p letters. Using the method 
outlined above, we obtain a sequence gaO(al), . . . , gata,(aN) of elements of (C,*)P, and 
we have: ifC&,(al),..., sOh,(aN) contains an increasing sequence of length p ’ r + 1 
then al,..., aN contains an increasing sequence of length r + 1. 
Proof. If gah,(ai) < &,(ai) then one easily deduces ai < aj provided that the same 
separators were used in generating g@(ai) and G&(ai). The number of separators is 
always less than p, so, by Lemma 5.1, in any sequence g%(ai, ), . . . , 9a,(ai,.c,_,,+, ) at 
least r of these will have been obtained using the same separators. 0 
Lemma 6.2. An obvious property the Higman function with respect o product spaces 
is that if pbq E N then Hig((Z,*)P, r, g)(x)< Hig((Zz)q, r, g)(x). 
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Proof. It suffices to note that if u is a sequence taken from (C,* )q which contains 
an increasing sequence of length r, then the suppression of some coordinates in each 
element of a (the same coordinates) results in a sequence from (Cx )P for some p <q 
which also contains an increasing subsequence of length Y. 0 
7. The general case 
Our aim is to not only define a bound for Hig(o, Y, g)(x) but also to characterise as 
closely as possible the level of transfinite induction necessary for its proof of totality. 
In the sequel we shall establish a functional relationship between the ordinal term 
denoting a space and the ordinal index for the level of the Hardy length-hierarchy of
Definition 3.6 at which one obtains bounds for the Higman function for that space. 
Thus we shall specify a function ~1: LT x N H F, written a,(r), such that, for every 0 
which denotes a space, for all x E IN! and for all 1 <r E IV, 
Lemma 7.1. Dejine the function F as follows: 
F(0) = 0, 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(d . fck’(x), sFck’(x) . r + 1, g)@@‘(x)). 
Then Hig( co”+‘, r + 1, g)(x)G’(r). 
Proof. Recall that w”+l is an abbreviation for the space CT+, . So suppose that ao, al,. . . 
is a sequence of words from Cz+, and is controlled by (g,x). 
Let us first illustrate the argument for the case of an increasing sequence of length 3, 
that is, we take r = 2. This exemplifies the general case because r is a parameter 
throughout. 
Case 1: 
,ZjE l...F(l)[as < aj] 
a0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aF(1) 
The decomposition i duced by ao, the definition of F( 1) and the decomposition lemma 
(Lemma 6.1) guarantee an increasing subsequence of length 3 within the sequence 
ai,...,aF(i). 
Case 2: 
3j~ 1 . ..F(l)[ao < aj] $ak I aj =S ak 
a0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aF(l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aF(2) 
The decomposition i duced by aj, the definition of F(2) and the decomposition lemma 
(Lemma 6.1) guarantee an increasing subsequence of length 3 in the interval aj+ 1,. . , 
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ad. Note that our bound is obtained by treating Uj as if it were u~r). That this leads 
to a correct bound follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Case 3: 
3jG 1 . ..F(l)[Us < Llj] 3ak I aj < ak 
a0 *....................... QF(1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +(2) 
We have the increasing subsequence as < aj < ak of length 3. 
Coming back to the general case, let a,, . . . , air be a subsequence (of length r + 1) 
of ao,ar,... where, for 0 <k <r, ik <F(k). Then, we have two possibilities: 
either ai, $ . . + < air and we are done, 
or for some k <r, the elements indexed by the interval [ik + 1, F(k + 1 )] form a 
subset of {b E Cz+, 1 aik & b}. Thus, in particular, the elements indexed by the interval 
[F(k) + l,F(k + l)] also form such a subset. Now, the size of this last interval 
is F(k + 1) - F(k), and this value has been chosen, in defining F, precisely so 
as to be able to apply Lemma 6.1, noting that ]ai, ] <gFck)(x). Thus the interval 
[@(k)+r, oF(k+l)] contains an increasing subsequence of length r + 1. 0 
Lemma 7.2. 
Hig(w”+‘, r- + 1, g)(x) < gd,_“,[C(w..x(X.r)l.r(X) 
Proof. We have shown that 
Hig(w”+‘, r + 1, g)(x)dF(r). 
We now give a Hardy bound for F(r). We can suppose inductively that, for any 
e 4 o”+‘, for any 1 <rc N and for any XE N, Hig(a, r + 1, g)(x)<g,(,)(x). 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(w” . sFck’(x), fck’(x) . r + 1, g)({‘k’(x)) 
QHga, g(~,(,,(P)(X).~) ( g F@‘(X)) 
Thus, we have 
= gOL”.d(~)(~)(gF(~)(x),r)o(X)), by Eq. (4  
d gd(r)(f(k)(x)), where d(r) := d,_O,[a,..~(X . r)]. 
From this we obtain 
/‘k’(X) <(gAqk(X) = gA(r).k(X). 
Thus SF@)(x) <g’(‘)” (x) and hence, by Eq. (4), F(r) dg~(~)+.(x), as required. 0 
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7.1. Bounds for product spaces 
The two lemmas which follow deal with the bounding of product spaces. In order to 
obtain more insight into this problem, let us first consider how a naive argument might 
go. For the sake of simplicity, suppose that as, al,. . . is a sequence of pairs taken from 
(C,*)2. If we concentrate on the first co-ordinate of each pair, we can (inductively) 
suppose that we can extract, for any given r, an increasing subsequence of length r, 
that is, we have a subsequence ai,, . . . , air for which (ai, )o < . . . < (ai,)o. If Y is taken 
large enough then presumably we can guarantee that the subsequence obtained in the 
second co-ordinates, that is, (ai,),, . . . , (ai,), contains an increasing subsequence of 
length 2, say. This then gives a subsequence of length 2 in the subsequence ai,, . . . , air 
and hence in the original sequence, ao, al,. . . . 
The problem with this argument is that in order to specify a bounding function we 
need control information for the extracted subsequence ai,, . . . , ai,. This is difficult to 
obtain and we have thus been led to a modified argument. 
The key to both of the following lemmas is a function F on indices which is de- 
fined so as to cater for two situations; either there exists an increasing subsequence, 
of suitable length, in some chosen co-ordinate for which F provides control informa- 
tion (though F itself is not the control function), thus enabling us to apply the naive 
argument above correctly, or this fails, and the information obtained from this failure 
enables us to reduce the problem to that for a less complex space. The definition of 
F is made so that the size of each interval [F(i), F(i + l)] is sufficient to solve such 
a reduced problem. 
Lemma 7.3. DeJine the function F as follows: 
F(0) = 0 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(o, f@‘(x) . r + 1, g)([‘k’(X)) 
Then 
Hig(a + w,r + l,g)(x) < F(Hig(o,r + LG)(x)), 
where G is a new control function, induced by F. From this we obtain 
f&da + 0, r + 1, g)(x) G ga,+,&) 
where q,+,(r) := A,_,[ab(X r)] . a,(r). 
Proof. IJ + CO denotes a product space whose last component is CT. Suppose that 
ao,al,... is a sequence in 0 + CO. We concentrate on the last component. The pro- 
jection in the last component of this sequence is a sequence in C:, which we call a 
principal sequence. We call the sequence obtained by omitting the last component the 
passenger sequence. We can extract an increasing subsequence of arbitrary length 
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from the principal sequence. Now, 
either a sufficiently long initial part of this principal subsequence is such that, for each 
i, the ith element occurs at or before position F(i) and hence is controlled by (G,x), 
in which case the corresponding passenger subsequence is also controlled by (G,x). 
Taking “sufficiently long” to mean the value of Hig(a, r + 1, G)(x) will ensure that 
the passenger subsequence has an increasing subsequence of length r + 1, thus we 
obtain the conclusion above. 
or the principal subsequence fails to be controlled by (G,x) before the Hig(o, r + 
1, G)(x)th element. But this means that in some interval [F(k),F(k + l)] all the 
elements of the principal sequence with indices in this interval are bounded in size 
by the constant SF@)(x). Th e size of this interval has been chosen to guarantee that 
the passenger sequence contains an increasing sequence of length gFck)(x). r + 1. The 
corresponding elements of the principal sequence will, by Lemma 5.1, contain a con- 
stant sequence of length r and our first claim will follow once we have specified G. 
Now, 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(o,gFck)(x). r + l,g)(<@‘(x)) 
GIH ga,(gFck,(x).r)(gF’k’(X)) 
dgA,_o,p,,(X.,)l(gF(k)(X)) 
Thus, we have 




.-,‘au(X’r)l(gF(k)(~)) by Eq. (4). 
From this, we see that a suitable control function G is gAx-~[au(X’r)l, and we have 
f’k’(X) < (gA*_“[~~(W)k(x) 
= g&.J4WlJyX) 
A final calculation gives the result: 
gF(H~g(u,r+l,gd~-~‘zu’x”‘l)(~))(x) <IH gAX_O[a,(X.r)l.(gdX-o’u’a’X ‘“)ep~(x)(x) 
= (gAx+, tau(X’r)l)aa(r)(~), by Eq. (4) 
=9 
A ._,[a.(X.r)l.a~(r)(x). 
and the lemma follows. 0 
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Lemma 7.4. De$ne the function F as follows: 
F(0) = 0, 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(o + w” . f@)(x), fCk’(x) . Y + 1, g)(fCk’(x)). 
Then 
Hig(0 + co”+l, r + 1, g)(x) < F(Hig(o, r + 1, G)(x)), 
where G is a new control function, induced by F. From this we obtain 
Hig(0 + oY+l, r + 12 g)(x) d ga,+,.+,&), 
where CI,+,.+I (r) := dx_,,[cr,,+wn.~(X . r)] . a,(r). 
Proof. The argument is similar to that of the previous lemma. We concentrate on the 
component ~9~‘. In the case where there is a principal controlled increasing subse- 
quence the reasoning is the same as before. The difference here occurs in case the 
principal increasing subsequence fails to be controlled by (G,x), since we cannot de- 
duce that the elements of the interval [F(k), F(k + l)] are bounded in size. But the 
last element, e, of the controlled part of the principal increasing subsequence occurs at 
or before position F(k) and so the elements of the principal sequence with indices in 
the interval [F(k), F(k + 1 )] form a subset of {b 1 e X b}. These elements can therefore 
be decomposed as described in Section 6. The size of the interval has been chosen to 
solve the problem for the reduced space determined by combining the spaces for the 
decomposed sequence and the passenger sequence. 
Now, 
F(k + 1) - F(k) = Hig(o + co” . gFCk)(x), SF@)(x) . r + l,g)(f’k’(x)) 
Thus, we have 





(/@‘(x)) by Eq. (4) 
< gdCr)(gFCk)(x)), where d(r) = d,_OI[a,+,..,&Y . r)]. 
From this, we see that G is g’(‘), and we have 
gF(Q(x) <(gA”‘)k(X) = gA(T).k(x) 
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and 
Hig(0, r + 1, gd”‘)(X) d (gd(r))a,(r)(X). 
Now 
~(Hig(u,r+l,gd"l)(X))(X) 6 gd(').(gd'~'))",,,'(X)(x) 
= (gd('))(gd"')~~(~~(x)(x) 
= 9 d(r)'ao(r)(x) by Eq. (4). 
Thus we read off the equation 
8. Summary 
The arguments of the preceding sections ummarise as follows. We have shown that 
Hig(a, r + 1, g)(x)Gg,(&) where 
c&(r) = 0. r, 
a&+l(r) = Ll,_w[a,..x(x~ r)] . r, 
The above equations are independent of the particular choice of control function g, 
which therefore occurs as a parameter in our proof. It now remains to solve these 
equations. 
The terms generated by the functions {a,} quickly become unmanageable. We there- 
fore introduce a hierarchy {j?,,} of functions whose values are easier to describe. This 
results in a slight coarsening of the bounds for the Higman function. 
Note that the fnnctions {j?,,} could have been used in Lemmas 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4 in 
place of the functions {a,,}. 
Definition 8.1. 
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Lemma 8.2. Writing PO(O) = 1, pn+i(cO) = p,(o). 0 + 1, we have: 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m with a secondary induction on n: 
m = 0. The result follows trivially. 
m >O, n = 0. By a straightforward induction on n <w one shows that &+,,(8) = 
/!&(w”s)2”. 
m+l,n+l Wehave 
ZZ B fJ+w”+‘. m (WPn+dN42~n+l(w) 
=IH(m) B6(0P”+I(W).m.WP.+,(W).8)2”+1(W).m.2P.+I(W) 
= B~(gpn+l(o).(m+l).6)2Pn+I(W)-(*+’) q
Lemma 8.3. For all 0 < 19, gploD(s) dgpO(s). 
Corollary 8.4. A bound for Higman’s theorem for CT+, is obtained by taking j?@( 1): 
Bti ( 1 ) = ((g.(O) )2Pn@) < @/)2pn(@ )2P”‘@ = 02p”(@+‘. 
The maximal order type of Higman’s theorem on strings has been known for some 
time from [3]. For Cz+, this is won. This result leads to the intuition that an appropriate 
bound should be given by the function goti, for some reasonable g. 
Our approach has not generated results quite as precise as this. Our characterisations 
are sensitive to the combinatorial arguments used, thus it would be necessary to review 
these to obtain better ordinal bounds. Furthermore, it is not clear to us whether or not 
a significant improvement should be possible. Imposing the restriction that the Higman 
embedding ordering be contained in a total ordering on strings (as is the case in [3]) 
leads to a reduction of the set of bad sequences. So the problem is different and we 
are at present unable to say whether this is the reason for their lower complexity 
bound. Nevertheless, the result presented here is, modulo provability within fragments 
of arithmetic, comparable to that of De Jongh and Par&h [3]. 
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